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Summary
We propose the multi-response regression with grouped variables algorithm. This
algorithm is an input selection method developed to solve the problem when there
are more than one response variables and the input variables may correlated. This
forward selection procedure is a nature extension of the grouped Least Angle Re-
gression algorithm and the multi-response sparse regression algorithm. We provide
three different variants of the algorithm regarding the rule of choosing the step
length. The performance of our algorithm measured by prediction accuracy and
performance of factor selection was studied based on experiments with simulated
data and a real dataset. The proposed algorithm reveals a better performance com-
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1.1 Brief Overview of Linear Regression
Regression analysis is a statistical model used to investigate the relationship be-
tween explanatory factors and response variables. A manager in a cosmetic com-
pany may interest in the relationship between the product consumption and so-
cioeconomic and demographic variables of customers such as age, income and skin
type; A trader may wish to relate an equity price to selected physical characteris-
tics of the company such as net income and undistributed profit. Then if we denote
the response variable such as the product consumption and the equity price by Y
and the explanatory factors such as customer information and company charac-
teristics by X1, X2, . . . , Xp, where p indicates the number of explanatory factors,
regression analysis explains the relationship between the response variable and the
1
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explanatory factors by a regression model
Y = f(X1, X2, . . . , Xp) + ε, (1.1)
where ε is a random error used to explain the difference in the approximation,
since usually the model can not match the data exactly.
A popular branch of regression analysis is the linear regression model,
Y =Xβ + ε
= β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + · · ·+ βpXp + ε.
(1.2)
where β0, β1, . . . , βp are called coefficients which are unknown parameters to be
estimated from the data. Because of linear regression’s simplicity in comprehension
and application, this method is highly valued and widely accepted by researchers
and analyst around the world.
Usually, a complete procedure of regression analysis contains seven steps.
First it is to state the problem. Statement of the problem is the first and prob-
ably the most important step in regression analysis. It includes the determination
of the problem to be analyzed. If the statement of a question has not been carefully
defined, it may lead to wrong model selection and totally different results.
The next step after presenting the problem is to select the variables that are
regarded to be used to explain the response variable by the experts in the area of
study. Then the data to be analyzed may be collected.
After selecting the variable and collecting the date, the form of model to explain
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the response variable with covariates can be specified in advance by the experts
based on their knowledge and objective. Two fundamental type of the form of
the function (1.1) are linear and nonlinear. A linear function indicates that the
response variable has linear relationship with the coefficients instead of the ex-
planatory variables; similarly, a nonlinear function indicates that the coefficients
enters the equation nonlinearly. Function (1.2) is an example for linear form and
also
Y = β0 + β1 lnX1 + ε
is a linear model. An example for nonlinear type can be
Y = β0 + e
β1X1 + ε.
Besides, a nonlinear function is called linearizable if it can be transformed into
a linear function and most nonlinear functions are linearizable, which makes the
class of linear models become larger than it appears at the first stage because it
now contains all the nonlinear functions that are linearizable. This is also one of
the reasons that linear models are more prevalent than nonlinear models. However,
not all the nonlinear functions are linearizable. When we have only one response
variable, we call the regression as univariate and if we have more than one response
variable, multi-response regression is used to refer those regressions.
After defining the model, the next task is to decide on the method used to
estimate the unknown parameters in the model by using the collected data. Many
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researches have been done by statisticians in this field of regression because it is the
most important part need improving. The most notorious method of estimation
is the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method, which is a linear regression method.
However, this is the method used to estimate coefficient for the full model and there
are many kinds of other regression analysis methods. We may introduce some of
the other methods that is important to the development of our algorithm later.
After chosing the method of fitting, the next step is to apply the method to the
collected data and estimate the regression parameters. We denote the estimates of
the regression parameters β0, β1, . . . , βp in (1.1) as βˆ0, βˆ1, . . . , βˆp and call the value
Yˆ as the fitted value, where Yˆ is the results of the estimated regression equation:
Yˆ = βˆ0 + βˆ1X1 + βˆ2X2 + · · ·+ βˆpXp.
After defining the problem and collecting data and fitting the model, the last
but still important thing to do is model diagnosis. For the regression analysis,
it always depends on a certain set of assumptions and usually these assumptions
are about data and model. If these assumptions are violated, the validity of the
model should be placed in a large doubt. A popular way used to criticize the
model is residaul analysis and many of the common methods of residual analysis
are founded on work in the early 1960s by F. Anscombe, J. W. Tukey, G. E. P.
Box, D. R. Cox, C. Daniel and K. S. Srikantan. As the prevalence of computer,
more and more scientists realize the importance of residual analysis and join the
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group which pays attention to this problem, however, the majority still remains to
be those who concentrate on the endless improvement of existing models. (More
detailed introduction of regression analysis can be found in Chatterjee [(1990),
Chapter 1])
Till now we have given a rough idea about regression analysis and introduced
that linear models are one of the most important branches of regression. We also
mentioned the most popular linear regression method, OLS, and it is used to find
the relationship between the whole explanatory factors and response variables.
However, these whole set selection methods may not meet every requirement and
interest, several other methods were developed by statists in history. These meth-
ods are developed to pick out a subset of explanatory factors that is believed to be
more important than the rest. We will introduce these method successively.
1.2 Variable Selection Procedures
1.2.1 Introduction
In the applications of regression analysis, situations arise frequently that analyst
are more curious about which variable indeed to be included in the regression model
instead of determining the variables in advance. In such occasions the regression
method that can select variables from a large set of variables turns out to be
important.
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Suppose we have a response variable Y and q explanatory variablesX1, X2, . . . , Xq,
and a linear model about Y is
Y =Xqβq + ε, (1.3)
where βjs are coefficients to estimate and εis are random errors. Since equation
(1.3) contains all the explanatory variables, we call equation (1.3) as a full model.
However, sometimes as q is very large or for some certain reasons, we do not want
to include all the explanatory factors in our regression model, that means we would
like to delete some variables from our model. Let the set of variables remaining
be X1, X2, . . . , Xp and those excluded be Xp+1, Xp+2, . . . , Xq, then the model only
composed of remaining variables is called a subset model
Y =Xpβp + ε. (1.4)
If we denote q − p by r, the full model now can be described as
Y =Xpβp +Xrβr + ε.









r ), and βˆp is the estimates of βp obtained from the subset model
(1.4). Now we are going to introduce some important properties of βˆ
∗
p and βˆp.
First βˆp is a biased estimate of βp unless the remaining of β’s in the model βr are
zero or the variable setXp are orthogonal to the variable setXr. Then the variance
of the OLS estimates of coefficients obtained from the subset model are no bigger
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than the variance of the corresponding variances of the OLS estimates obtained
from the full model, i.e., V ar(βˆ
∗
p)− V ar(βˆp) ≥ 0, so removing variables from the
full model never increases the variances of estimates of the remaining regression
coefficients. Since βˆp are biased estimates and βˆ
∗
p are not, a more reasonable way
to compare the precision of these two estimates is to compare the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) of βˆp and the variance of βˆ
∗
p. Usually the variance of βˆ
∗
p is larger
than the MSE of βˆp unless the deleted variable have regression coefficients that are
larger than the standard deviation of the estimates of the coefficients. Similarly,
same results hold for the variance of a predicted response.
As a summary, we may enjoy a smaller variance of the retained variables from a
subset model than from a full model by deleting variables that have nonzero coeffi-
cients. The cost we pay is introducing bias in the estimation of retained estimates.
On the other hand, if we included variables that have zero coefficients in the model,
we also lose the precision in estimation and prediction. (More detailed discussion
of variable selection procedure can be found in Chatterjee [(1990), Chapter 11])
1.2.2 Subset Selection Methods
Consider a simple general regression problem first:
Y =Xβ + ε (1.5)
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where Y is the response variable, error ε follows a standard normal distribution,
X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xm) is the covariates where each covariate Xj represents an ex-
planatory factor, β represents coefficients.
Equation (1.5) is the most commonly considered regression model. The classic
methods used to solve the problem are subset selection methods such as Backward
Elimination, Forward Selection and a recent promising version Forward Stagewise.
Take Forward Selection or Forward Stepwise Regression as an example to explain
the main thoughts behind. First we find the covariate which has the largest ab-
solute correlation with the response Y , and denote that covariate as Xj1 . Then
we apply the Ordinary Least square (OLS) regression of response variable on Xj1 ,
which leads to a residual vector and it is orthogonal to Xj1 . We regard the residual
vector as the new response variable Y1 and project the other covariates orthogo-
nally to Xj1 to Y1 and select the one which has the largest absolute correlation
with Y1, say Xj2 . Now we get another residual vector, considered to be the recent
response variable Y2. After repeating this selection process for k times, we have a
set of factors Xj1 , Xj2 , . . . , Xjk and now we can use this set to construct a usual
k-parameter linear model. (More details can be found in Weisberg [(1980), Section
8.5])
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1.2.3 Lasso Method
The methods mentioned above are pure input selection ones. However, methods at-
tracting more attention recently are those combining shrinkage and input selection
such as Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso) and Least Angle
Regression Selection (LARS). The advantages of these methods are that they not
only enjoy the practical benefits of input selection including more accurate model
explanation and computational efficiency but also get rid of the problem of overfit-
ting caused by input selection due to the benefit of using shrinkage. The procedure
of these methods usually contains two steps. The first step is the construction of
solution path. The second one is to select the final model on the solution path by
using a criterion such as Cp or AIC criterion.
Lasso was first proposed by Tibshirani (1996). It is an improved version of OLS
based on regularized regression. Let the prediction error be:






then Lasso estimates β by minimizing S(β) subject to a bound t on T (β),
minimize S(β) subject to T (β) ≤ t (1.8)
We can see from equation (1.8) when the constraint no longer exists the Lasso get
the same result as OLS; when t approaches 0 the Lasso shrinks the coefficients
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toward 0. One important property of Lasso is that it can produce coefficients that
are exactly 0, which is an essential improvement of OLS. When some coefficients
shrinks to zero, the variance decreases and the accuracy of prediction may increase.
However, this advantage is gained at the cost of growing bias as discussed in Hastie,
Tibshirani and Friedman (2001).
Tibshirani (1996) proposed an algorithm which uses Kuhn-Tucker conditions to
solve the 2p linear inequality constrains as suggested by equation (1.8). However,
the computation of this algorithm is somehow expensive when p is large. Although
he found the average number of iterations needed to stop the procedure is less than
2p, ranging from 0.5p to 0.75p, it still has the chance to iterate for 2p times to get
the results.
Another totally different algorithm was also described by Tibshirani (1996). In




j , where both β
+
j and
β−j are larger or equal to zero. Since β = β
+











j ≤ t. In such a way a new problem which
equals to the original one has been raised and the number of constraints has been
largely reduced to 2p + 1, however the number of variables that need estimating
increases to 2p.
To summarize Lasso has contributed a lot to the accurate estimation of coeffi-
cients, but it still requires considerable computation.
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1.2.4 LARS Algorithm
Efron et al. (2004) introduced Least Angle Regression Selection (LARS) algorithm
and they deduced that Lasso subset selection method discussed above was a variant
of LARS. The most celebrated advantage of LARS algorithm is to save the time
of computation. If the model has m covariates, the number of steps required
to calculate all the solutions for LARS is m, a colossal improvement over Lasso
algorithm proposed previously.
LARS algorithm builds up the model in an successive way, that is, add only
one covariate to the model in each step. So the number of covariates included in
the model accumulates step by step and will never decrease.
Like other subset selection procedures, LARS algorithm begins with all coeffi-
cients set to zero. Then LARS finds the covariate which is most correlated to the
response variable, say Xj1 , after that LARS proceeds in this direction until an-
other covariate, say Xj2 , has as much correlation as Xj1 with the current residual
and enters the model. As a result, LARS take the step length in this direction as
large as possible. The most valuable thought of LARS appears in the next stage.
After two covariates, Xj1 and Xj2 , have been already selected, LARS proceeds in
a direction which has equal angle with the two covariates until a third covariate
Xj3 has as much correlation as Xj1 and Xj2 do with the current residual. If we
consider the covariates already selected as a currently most related active set, then
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LARS always proceeds in a direction that have an equal angle to every covariate
in this active set until an inactive covariate has as much correlation as the current
active set do with the current residual and enters the model, and so on. At last,
LARS ends in a full model as OLS do and cross-validation or criterion such as Cp
can be used to choose the final model.
Although LARS algorithm enjoys a great computational advantage, it still re-
mains to be a model designed to solve specific problems. If the covariates have
initial relationships between some of them or the number of response variable ex-
ceeds one, LARS can not be applied to such problems and hence comes other
methods.
1.2.5 Group Lasso and Group LARS Algorithm
To solve the problem that sometimes a factor is represented by several input vari-
ables instead of a single one, Yuan and Lin (2006) suggested group Lasso and
group LARS selection method. The main thought of this algorithm is to substi-
tute the single input variable in the Lasso and LARS algorithm with grouped input
variables which can be regarded as a factor, then the regression problem can be




Xjβj + ε (1.9)
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where response variable Y contains n observations,Xj is an n×pj covariate matrix
corresponding to the jth factor and βj is the pj×1 corresponding coefficient vector,
j = 1, . . . , J .









Now the Lasso method discussed above can be defined as
argmin(‖Y −Xβ‖2 + λ‖β‖1) (1.10)
and the group Lasso estimates proposed by Yuan and Lin (2006) can be defined











where λ is a turning parameter and ‖ · ‖l stands for penalty functions pj(βj).
Generally the penalty functions are not necessarily the same for every coefficient βj,
because we may not wish to penalize the corresponding parameters of an important
covariate or factor. However, for simplicity scientists always assume that the pj(βj)
are same for all coefficients. The penalty functions decide the largest step length
that can be taken in a step. Here, ‖β‖1 represents the 1-norm penalty function
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used in Lasso algorithm and
∑J
j=1 ‖βj‖2 is the 2-norm penalty function used in
group LARS algorithm.
The solution path of group LARS algorithm is fairly similar to that of LARS
algorithm. Besides, group LARS has a close relationship to group Lasso algorithm
just as LARS and Lasso algorithm do.
In order to eliminate the effect of un-orthogonality, group LARS algorithm
requires the factors Xj to be orthonormalized first, i.e. X
′
jXj = Ipj , j = 1, . . . , J .
Though in practice we found the impact of un-orthogonality on model selection is
rather small and can be ignored.
1.2.6 Multi-response Sparse Regression Algorithm
On the other hand, in order to solve problems on the booming dimension of re-
sponse variable, Simila¨ and Tikka (2006) introduced multi-response sparse regres-
sion algorithm. This algorithm is another improved version of LARS algorithm
and the problem they are concerning is
Y =Xβ + ε, (1.12)
where Y is a response vector which consist of q variables and only uncorrelated
input variables are considered in the model. Simila¨ and Tikka also introduced
1-norm, 2-norm and ∞-norm penalty function in their algorithm.
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Both group LARS algorithm and multi-response sparse regression method ex-
tend the LARS algorithm to a wider regression problems application; however,
there are still regression problems that can not be solved appropriately by the
methods mentioned above.
1.3 The Reason of Our Algorithm
Since situations frequently rise in practice that both the dimenstion of response
variables is no longer single and the factor requiring analysis contains more than
one input variable, a more complicated algorithm is expected to develop to meet
the requirement of such regression problems. So the algorithm we proposed is a
nature extension of the work of both Yuan and Lin (2006) and Simila¨ and Tikka
(2006).
In the following chapters, we will introduce our algorithm, multi-response re-
gression with grouped variables (MRRGV) and discuss different ways of selecting
step length. A corrected Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) is used to choose the





Suppose we have n observations of q response variables and J factors, then the
regression problem we are considering can be written as:






where Y is an n× q matrix; residual ε ∼ Nn(0, σ2I); Xn×m = (X1,X2, . . . ,XJ)
is an n×m matrix, in which each Xj is an n× pj matrix corresponding to the jth
factor and
∑J
j=1 pj = m, j = 1, . . . , J ; βm×q = (β1,β2, . . . ,βJ) is the coefficient
matrix where βj is the corresponding pj × q coefficient matrix of factor j. In order
to eliminate the intercept from our model, we center both the response variables
and input variables first so that all the variables have zero means.
16
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First we give a rough idea about the solution path of our multi-response regres-
sion with grouped variables (MRRGV) algorithm. Similar to the LARS algorithm,
MRRGV algorithm adds factors to the model sequentially. In the beginning all
coefficient vectors are set to zero vectors, then it finds the factor that is most corre-
lated with the response variables and proceeds in this direction until another factor
has as much correlation with the current residual as the factor which has already
been selected. At this point each factor has an equal angle with the projection of
current residual on the space spanned by the column vectors of the two factors, and
MRRGV proceeds in this direction until a third factor become one of the factors
that have the same largest correlation with current residual. After repeating the
previous procedure for J − 1 steps, J − 1 factors have been selected as the most
correlated set, then MRRGV include all the factors in the model in the J step,
and the result obtained in this step equals to that by using OLS.
Then before giving the detailed definition of our correlation, we first define a
angle between a residual r and a factor Xj as θ(r,Xj), then θ(r,Xj) is the angle
between the space spanned by the column vectors of r and the space spanned by
the column vectors ofXj. It is easy to see that this angle equals to the one between
r and the projection of r in the space that is spanned by the column vectors of
Xj, therefore
cos2{θ(r,Xj)} = ‖r′Xj‖2/‖r‖2 (2.2)
can be used to measure the proportion of the total variation sum of squares in
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r that is explained by the regression on Xj. However, because the dimension
of factors, pjs, may not equal always, a tiny adjustment should be taken into
account to MRRGV algorithm before we apply the above measurement in MRRGV
algorithm.
In MRRGV algorithm, we first use a linear model
Y k =Xβk (2.3)
to indicate the estimation of the responses Y in the kth step, where βk denotes
the regression coefficients. Then residual rk can be denoted by
rk = Y − Y k (2.4)
Next the correlation between residual r and the jth factor Xj in the beginning of
step k can be denoted as
ck,j = ‖r′k−1Xj‖l/pj (2.5)
where l ≥ 1 fixes a norm.1
Since the correlation (2.5) directly derives from the above measurement (2.2),
it can be easily seen that a higher value of ck,j suggests the corresponding factor,
Xj, has a smaller angle with current residual r due to the merit of cosine function,
1Usually the l-norm of a matrix X is ‖X‖l = (
∑
ij |xij |l)1/l and in the limit, i.e., l −→ ∞,
the norm is ‖X‖∞ = maxij |xij |.
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which means this Xj has the larger correlation with current residual and should
be included in the model to reduce currently unexplained error more efficiently.




and the currently most correlated active set by Ak, then
Ak = {j : ck,j = cˆk} (2.7)
It is easy to see that factors belong to currently most correlated active set Ak are
the ones that have the largest correlation with the current residual rk−1. Collect
all these factors as an n×|Ak| matrixXk = (. . . ,Xj, . . .), j ∈ Ak; then using Xk,
we can compute the ordinary least square estimate Ŷ k for the response matrix and
the ordinary least square estimate β̂k for the regression coefficients,





Then OLS estimate Ŷ k and β̂k are used to update the MRRGV estimate Y k
for the responses and the MRRGV estimate βk for the regression coefficients, as:
Y k = (1− γk)Y k−1 + γkŶ k (2.10)
βk = (1− γk)βk−1 + γkβ̂
∗
k, (2.11)
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where β̂
∗
k = (. . . , β̂j, . . .) is an m × q row sparse matrix whose nonzero rows are
filled with the corresponding rows of β̂k if j ∈ Ak.
Much attention can be paid to the choice of the step length γk, since different
γk results in different algorithm. If we let the value of γk always be 1, then we
had a traditional subset selection algorithm, or more precisely, a forward selection
algorithm. This algorithm is a quite greedy one because it moves from an ordinary
least square estimation to another. On the other hand, the step length γk should
be a positive value otherwise the model fitting will not be properly improved.
Therefore, we usually take γk greater than zero and less than one and it works like
a shrinking parameter for the regression coefficients of the most correlated active
set, meanwhile the coefficients of the nonactive set are constrained to zero.
However, as to the specific value of γk, every statist may have his own choice.
We followed the spirits of LARS algorithm and propose a quite intuitive way to
choose γk. For the correlation for the currently most related active set, we let it
be
ck+1,j(γ) = |1− γ|cˆk; (2.12)
then we move the current estimate Y k toward the ordinary least square estimate
Ŷ k+1 until any factor in the nonactive set has the same correlation as the active set
by using (2.5), which makes γk the smallest positive value when some new index
joins the most currently correlated active set.
So in the end of the kth step,for j ∈ Ak we have (2.12) and for any j′ /∈ Ak we
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first substitute (2.9) to (2.8) and do some transpose, we get
X ′kŶ k =X
′
kY ; (2.13)
then by using this and substituting (2.10) to (2.5), we get
ck+1,j′γ = ‖(Y − Y k)′Xj′‖l/pj′
= ‖(Y − (1− γk)Y k−1 − γkŶ k)′Xj′‖l/pj′
= ‖(Y − Y k−1)′Xj′ − γk(Ŷ k − Y k−1)′Xj′‖l/pj′
(2.14)
ie,
ck+1,j′γ = ‖uk,j′ − γkvk,j′‖l/pj′ (2.15)
where uk,j′ = (Y − Y k)′Xj′ and vk,j′ = (Ŷ k+1 − Y k)′Xj′ .
When equation (2.15) are equal to equation (2.12), a new factor with j′ not be-
longing to Ak enters the model. And the γk is the step length that has the smallest
positive value which we are finding. (Proof of a unique point always will be given
in the appendix.)
Repeat the above procedure until J−1 factors are selected and finally we reach
the OLS estimates in the last step.
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2.2 Selection of Step Length
2.2.1 Step Length for the 1-Norm Approach
First we consider the case when l in the definition of ck,j (2.5) equals to 1. Then


















γ : (pj cˆk −
qs∑
i=1















where each si = ±1; it is easy to see that there are total 2qs terms and ”min+”
means that only positive terms is considered when taking the minimum.
In order to explain the last equation in (2.16), first we note that for the right-




siuk,ji ≥ pj cˆk − ‖uk,j‖1 (2.17)
then we note that by using (2.5) and (2.6)
pj cˆk − ‖uk,j‖1 = pj cˆk − pjck,j > 0. (2.18)
So that means the right-hand side of the second last equation in (2.16) is always
larger than zero. Then we look at the left-hand side of the second last equation.
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When pj cˆk −
∑qs
i=1 sivk,ji is less than zero, we have a negative lower bound for γ.
On the other hand, if pj cˆk −
∑qs
i=1 sivk,ji is larger than zero, we have a positive
upper bound for γ. Given all the above consideration, the last solution γk,j we
get is the smallest one of all these upper bounds as described in the last equation
in (2.16). It is also the step length we are finding for a nonactive factor Xj to
enter the model. After calculating each step length for the corresponding nonactive
factor, the correct one entering the model for this step k is the one that have the




However, the approach above is practicable only when there are not too many
responses; otherwise the number of the terms needing calculation in (2.16), say
(2qs), may be too big and not easy to calculate. An alternative way to solve this
problem is to define an auxiliary function as subtracting (2.12) from (2.15), let
the auxiliary function be zero and γk,j is zero root of this equation on the interval
(0, 1]. Any line search method can be used in finding the zero efficiently.
2.2.2 Step Length for the 2-Norm Approach
Then we consider the case when l in the definition of ck,j (2.5) equals to 2. Then
the point γk,j in which equation (2.15) and (2.12) are equal on interval (0, 1] can












where a = p2j cˆ
2
k − ‖vk,j‖22
b = p2j cˆ
2
k − uTk,jvk,j




It is easy to see that the computation of (2.20) scales linearly with the number
of outputs O(qs) given uk,j, vk,j and cˆk. And similarly, in each step, the 2-Norm
MRRGV algorithm pick the factor that has the smallest step length to enter the
model as 1-Norm MRRGV algorithm does. The criteria is the same as (2.19).
2.2.3 Step Length for the ∞-Norm Approach
Finally we consider the case when l in the definition of ck,j (2.5) equals to∞. Then






















pj cˆk + uk,jil
pj cˆk + vk,jil
,
pj cˆk − uk,jil
pj cˆk − vk,jil
}
(2.21)
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In order to explain why we get the last equation of (2.21), first we deduce the
right-hand side of the second last equation in (2.21) by using (2.5) and (2.6)
pj cˆk ± uk,ji ≥ pj cˆk − ‖uk,j‖∞ = pj cˆk − pj ck,j > 0.
Further we can see that when the left-hand side of the second last equation in
(2.21), pj cˆk ± vk,ji is less than zero, we have a negative lower bound for γ. On the
other hand, if pj cˆk± vk,ji is larger than zero, then we have a positive upper bound
for γ. So similar to the 1-norm approach, the solution γk,j we get is the smallest
one of all these upper bounds. The number of the terms needing calculation in
(2.21) is O(qs) given uk,j, vk,j and cˆk and the criteria to select which factor to
enter the model is the same as that used in 1-norm approach as (2.19).
Chapter 3
Experiments
3.1 Experiments with Simulated Data
In this section, we will compare prediction accuracy and correctness of factor se-
lection of our algorithm MRRGV, group LARS using simulated data.
Two models were considered in the simulation. In the first one we consider
fitting an model with categorical factors. Since the collinearity of input factors
may have a strong effect on linear models, this simulation is conducted to explore
this effect on MRRGV algorithm. In the second one an addictive model of contin-
uous factors is fitted. In this simulation each factor is presented by a third-order





A corrected Akaika Information criterion is used in both model to find the final
estimate, which was first introduced by Hurvich and Tsai (1989) and Bedrick and
26




(Md)|) + q(n+ d)
n− d− q − 1 ,
where d indicates the non-zero coefficients in the k step and
∑ˆ
(Md) is the MLE
of the error covariance matrix.
For each selected final estimate, the performance of this estimate is measured
by
ME(βˆ) = (βˆ − β)′E(X ′X)(βˆ − β)
3.1.1 Model Fitting with Categorical Simulated Data
In this model, 100 observations are simulated from Y = Xβ + ε in each run and
the dimension of response matrix is 5.
For the input data, 15 factors Z1, Z2, . . . , Z15 are first generated from a multi-
variate normal distribution with zero mean and covariance
∑
z,
Z ∼ N(0,∑z), where [∑z]ij = σ|i−j|z . Then each factor Zi is represented by two co-
variates as X2i−1 and X2i. If Zi is smaller than Φ−1(13), then (X2i−1, X2i) = (1, 0); if
Zi is larger than Φ
−1(2
3
) then (X2i−1, X2i) = (0, 1); otherwise (X2i−1, X2i) = (0, 0).
Transparently, X2i−1 and X2i consist a group and the number of input data is 30.
Since the parameter σz controls the covariance, the choice of σz requires careful
attention. We consider three typical cases σz = 0, σz = 0.5 and σz = 0.9. When
σz = 0, the correlation between all the factors is zero; when σz = 0.5, a few factors
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have moderate correlation and the average correlation between the factors is 0.18;
when σz = 0.9, some factors have strong correlation between them and the average
correlation is 0.63.
Similarly, errors are distributed from a 5-dimensional normal distribution with
zero mean and covariance
∑




ε]ij equals to 0.2
2 · σ|i−j|ε
first and then it increases to σ
|i−j|
ε .We follow the strategy used in σz to σε to explore
the influence of the collinear relationship between errors on our selection result.
Since the effect of high collinearity among errors on regression problems has not
been clearly explained by statists, we take σε to 0 and 0.5.
For regression coefficients another method is adopted. The actual matrix of
regression coefficients β has a row sparse structure. First seven factors out of
fifteen factors are selected randomly, then the corresponding fourteen rows of these
seven factors are filled with the value generated from independent and identically
distributed normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Finally the rest
sixteen rows of eight factors are filled with zero.
For each dataset, the covariance matrix and the 100 × 5 response matrix Y
is fitted to MRRGV algorithm while responses are separated into five 100 × 1
vector as (Y1, Y2, . . . , Y5) before fitted into grouped LARS. The three step length
discussed in MRRGV are all tested in the simulation and the average results based
on 200 runs for each value of σx and σε are summarized in four tables. Table 3.1
& 3.3 summarizes the results for σε = 0 and all the values of σx; table 3.2 & 3.4
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summarizes all the results for σε = 0.5.
All these three tables are designed to hold the same pattern. The first column
in Table 3.1 of these tables indicates the step length used in MRRGV and grouped
LARS. The second and third column show the average number of factors selected
by MRRGV and grouped LARS when the values in the brackets are the standard
deviation. The fourth and fifth column report the average number of zero coeffi-
cients that has been selected correctly by MRRGV and grouped LARS while the
sixth and seventh column report the incorrect ones. The last two column present
the model error of MRRGV and grouped LARS and the value in the following
brackets are also the standard deviation. In order to make the residual matrix of
MGGRV comparable to the residual of grouped LARS, the median of diagonals
of the residual matrix and the median of the five residuals of grouped LARS are
used. The value is an average of the medians based on 200 runs.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.1 Experiments with Simulated Data 34
In order to explain and compare the behavior of the two algorithms more clearly
and visually, we summarize the results in four figures.
In these four figures, the blue line with triangles represents the results for
grouped LARS algorithm before increasing the scale of random errors; the red
line with crosses indicates the results for grouped LARS algorithm after increasing
the scale of random errors; similarly, the green line with diamonds represents the
results for MRRGV algorithm before increasing the scale of random errors and the
black line with squares indicates the results for MRRGV algorithm after increasing
the scale of random errors. Every three dots in a line can be grouped as a set. In
this set the first dot indicates the result gained by 1-Norm approach, the second
dot represent the result for 2-Norm approach and the result for∞-Norm approach
is given by the third dot. The first three sets in a line (as shown in the left side of
the figure) give the results for the cases when σε = 0 and σz equals 0, 0.5 and 0.9
and the other three sets in the line (as shown in the right side of the figure) give
the results for the cases when σε = 0.5 and σz equals 0, 0.5 and 0.9.
Figure 3.1 shows the average number of factors selected by each algorithm.
We can see that the behavior of MRRGV algorithm does not change much
before and after increasing the scale of random error. The increase of σε from 0 to
0.5 also does not remarkably affect the pattern of MRRGV algorithm’s behavior.
Down to each segment, take σε = 0 as an example to explain explicitly, we find that
when σz increases the average number of factors selected by MRRGV algorithm
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also booms, which indicates that MRRGV algorithm is moderate sensitive to the
degree of collinearity among the factors and is slightly sensitive to the collinearity
among the random errors.
As for the behavior of grouped LARS, the average number of factors gained by
grouped LARS decreases when the scale of random error increases which indicates
that grouped LARS behaves more stable when noise is relatively large. Grouped
LARS also shows bluntness to the collinearity among factors.
Next by comparing the results of the two algorithms, MRRGV algorithm has a
better performance than grouped LARS algorithm in the cases when the collinear-
ity among factors is moderate and the collinearity among errors is not immense.
From figure 3.2 it can be found that the average number of zero coefficients
selected correctly by MRRGV algorithm significantly drops when the degree of
collinearity among factors increases while the number slightly decreases when the
degree of collinearity among errors increases. However the scale of random errors
seems to have little impact on MRRGV algorithm. The average number of zero
coefficients selected correctly by grouped LARS algorithm decreases when the de-
gree of collinearity among errors increases. Besides the increase of the scale of
random errors has an obviously influence on the results of grouped LARS algo-
rithm. By comparing the results from the two algorithms, it can be seen that the
average number of zero coefficients selected correctly by MRRGV algorithm are
larger than that of grouped LARS algorithm in most cases except for the case of
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∞-norm approach under high collinearity among factors.
Naturally opposite behavior has been found in the incorrectly selected zero
coefficients as shown in Figure 3.3.
As for model errors , MRRGV algorithm also shows smaller model errors than
grouped LARS algorithm does, and it can also be seen that the increase of the
scale of random error dramatically enlarges the model error as shown in Figure
3.4, which is consistent to the analysis discussed before. In order to compare the
performance of two algorithm explicitly, paired two-side t-tests on the model errors
of 200 runs are performed and the p-values show the significant difference between
these two algorithms.
Last we compare the performance of three step length criteria. The results
show that 2-norm approach selects least groups and most correct zero coefficients;
furthermore, the model error of 2-norm approach appears to be the smallest.
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3.1.2 Model Fitting with Continuous Simulated Date
In this model also 100 observations are simulated from Y =Xβ+ε in each run and
the dimension of response matrix is 5. However, now the input date has changed
from categorical ones to continuous ones.
For the input data, 11 underlying variables Z1, Z2, . . . , Z11 are first indepen-
dently generated from a standard normal distribution with zero mean and unit
variance. Then the ten factors are defined as Wi = (Zi + Z11)/
√
2, i = 1, . . . , 10.
After that each factor Wi is represented by a group of covariates as X3i−2 = Wi,
X3i−1 = W 2i and X3i = W
3
i .
Similarly, errors are distributed from a 5-dimensional normal distribution with
zero mean and covariance
∑
ε, where εi ∼ N(0, 0.22 · 0.5|i−j|). And the regression
coefficients still have a row sparse structure. We first select five factors out of ten
and fill the corresponding coefficients with values generated from a standard normal
distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Then the rest of the regression
coefficients are filled with zero.
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 summarizes the results of the correctness of factor
selection and prediction accuracy for model b).
From model b) we can see that for continuous data, MRRGV algorithm also
shows a better performance than grouped LARS algorithm.
The average number of factors selected by MRRGV algorithm is less than
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Table 3.5: Results I for continuous simulated data
Avg. No. of Zero Coefficients
Method Avg. No. of factors Correct Incorrect
1-Norm Approach 6.20(1.34) 6.94(0.65) 11.42 9.17 3.59 5.84
2-Norm Approach 6.02(1.25) 6.95(0.65) 11.96 9.14 3.05 5.86
∞-Norm Approach 6.39(1.48) 7.07(0.71) 10.85 8.78 4.16 6.22
Table 3.6: Results II for continuous simulated data
Method Model Error
1-Norm Approach 9.829(5.214) 10.977(4.387)
2-Norm Approach 9.507(4.371) 10.873(4.546)
∞-Norm Approach 9.892(4.753) 11.156(4.307)
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that by grouped LARS algorithm while the average number of zero coefficients
selected correctly by MRRGV algorithm are larger than that by grouped LARS
algorithm, which means MRRGV algorithm selects factors more accurate than
grouped LARS algorithm. Besides, the model error of MRRGV algorithm is less
than that of grouped LARS algorithm. The p-value from the paired two-side t-
tests we performed on the model errors of 200 runs also indicates that there is a
significant difference between these two algorithms.
As for the three choice of step length, 2-norm approach select the factors more
accurate and has least model errors, which establishes its best performance out of
three.
3.2 Experiments with Real Data
In this section, MRRGV algorithm and group LARS algorithm are applied to a
Chemometrics data.
The Chemometrics data are taken from Skagerberg et al. (1992), which was
first used by Breiman and Friedman (1997) in their work. The data are taken from
a chemical test of a low density tubular polyethylene reactor, which contains 56
observations with q = 6 responses and 22 covariates. The 22 covariates or predic-
tor variables are 20 temperatures measured, the wall temperature and the solvent
feed rate. The responses are output characteristics of the polymer chain, namely
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Table 3.7: Correlation Matrix for the responses
MW MN LCB SCB PNL VND
MW 1.000 0.957 0.065 0.254 0.255 0.259
MN 0.957 1.000 -0.128 0.282 0.266 0.276
LCB 0.065 -0.128 1.000 -0.500 -0.484 -0.479
SCB 0.254 0.282 -0.500 1.000 0.974 0.978
PNL 0.255 0.266 -0.484 0.974 1.000 0.976
VND 0.259 0.276 -0.479 0.978 0.976 1.000
two molecular weights, long chain branching frequency, short chain branching fre-
quency, vinyl groups frequency and vinylidene groups frequency.
Because the response variables are all highly skewed to the right, we follow the
strategy used by Breiman and Friedman and the logarithm values of the responses
are fitted. Table 3.6 gives the correlation matrix of the responses. Responses MW
and MN seem to have a strong relationship between them and responses SCB, PNL
and VND form another group that has strong relationship among the group. LCB
seems to have weaker relationship with the rest of the responses and itself stands
to be a group.
The average absolute correlation between the responses are 0.48 and a quadratic
model with all terms as Xj and X
2
j are fitted. The accuracy of each algorithm is
estimated through average the square root of squared leave-one-out cross-validation
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error.
Table 3.8: Results for the Chemometrics Data
Method Avg. No. of factors Model Errors
1-Norm Approach 7.357(1.182) 8.289(0.504) 8.875(12.826) 23.618(3.034)
2-Norm Approach 6.143(0.672) 8.280(0.499) 25.671(3.438) 23.611(3.022)
∞-Norm Approach 7.232(0.738) 8.226(0.461) 2.804(7.54) 23.415(2.225)
Table 3.7 gives the results for the Chemometrics Data. The average number of
factors selected by MRRGV algorithm is less than that by grouped LARS algorithm
and 2-norm approach continues to select least factors compared with other two
criteria. However, with our knowledge to the data set, it is hard for us to justify
the correctness of these factor selections.
As for the model error, 1-norm approach and ∞-norm approach show smaller
error than grouped LARS. But 2-norm approach behaves less than satisfactory,
the model error of 2-norm approach is slightly larger than its counterpart.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
4.1 Brief Review of MRRGV algorithm
We propose the MRRGV algorithm for input selection in multi-response linear
regression with grouped variables. This algorithm is a forward selection procedure
that is a nature extension of grouped LARS algorithm for the cases when the
number of response variables are larger than one.
MRRGV algorithm adds factors sequentially to the model by using a p-norm
selection criterion, which measures the correlation between a factor and the current
residuals corresponding to all the responses. Thus the factor added in a step is most
correlated to current residuals in that step and the order of the factors entering the
model implies the importance of factors. Like LRAS algorithm, MRRGV algorithm
updates each step result toward the current ordinary least square solution but does
46
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not approach it until the final step, so MRRGV algorithm is a less greedy forward
selection algorithm than a pure one.
Based on the experiments on simulation data and real data, MRRGV algorithm
obtains an overall better performance than grouped LARS algorithm in terms
of prediction accuracy. As for correctness of selection the MRRGV algorithm
performs better than grouped LARS algorithm in most cases. The collinearity
of the factors places an influence on MRRGV algorithm and the enlargement of
the scale of errors also slightly affects the behavior of MRRGV algorithm. The
1-norm, 2-norm and∞-norm approach are considered and 2-norm approach is the
best one out of three according to no matter correctness of selection or accuracy
of prediction.
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Appendix A
Proof of the Unique Point Theorem
Here we give a brief proof of the Unique Point Theorem.
(Existence) Define f1(γ) = (1 − γ)cˆk, which equals (2.12) when γ ≤ 1, and
denote (2.15) by f2(γ) for some fixed j /∈ Ak+1. By (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7),we have
f2(0) = ck,j < cˆk = f1(0). According to the nonnegativity property of a norm we
also know that f2(1) ≥ 0 = f1(1). Then if f2(1) = 0, it is easy to see that γˆ = 1 is
the existence number we are finding. On the other hand, if f2(1) is exactly larger
than zero, we denote f(γ) = f1(γ) − f2(γ). From the discussion above we know
that f(0) > 0 and f(1) < 0. Obviously there must exist a number γˆ ∈ (0, 1) to
make f(γˆ) equals zero, which proves our assumption.
(Uniqueness) We prove the uniqueness by finding contradiction. Suppose that
there exists two points 0 < γˆ1 < γˆ2 ≤ 1 and f1(γˆ1) = f2(γˆ1), f1(γˆ2) = f2(γˆ2). Since
f2(γ) is a convex function, for γ ∈ R we can find an affine function g(γ) = aγ + b
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and g(γˆ1) = f2(γˆ1), g(γ) ≤ f2(γ). For f1(γˆ1) = f2(γˆ1), then g(γˆ1) = f1(γˆ1);
according to f1(γˆ2) = f2(γˆ2), g(γˆ2) ≤ f2(γˆ2) = f1(γˆ2), So b > cˆk. Then ck,j =
f2(0) ≥ g(0) = b ≥ cˆk which is a contradiction to our definition (2.6).
Appendix B
Computer Program Code
The code of the program goes like this:
"mglars1" <- function(x, y, group)
{
eps = .Machine$double.eps nm<- dim(x) n <- nm[1] m <- nm[2] q <-
dim(y)[2]
one <- rep(1, n)
meanx <- drop(one%*%x)/n
x <- scale(x, meanx, FALSE)
normx <- sqrt(drop(one %*% (x^2)))




y <- scale(y, meany, FALSE)
t<-rbind(group, x) maxg<-max(group)
pj<-NULL i<-1 while (i<=maxg) {j<-as.matrix(t[,group==i])
pj[i]<-dim(j)[2] i<-i+1}
tep1<-c(1:m) tep<-rbind(group,tep1)
beta<-array(0, c(m,q,maxg+1)) y.k<- array(0, c(n,q,maxg+1)) y.k1<-
array(0, c(n,q,maxg+1)) gama<-matrix(2,maxg,maxg)
ck<-matrix(0,maxg,maxg)





Cmax<-max(abs(ck[1,])) selg <- abs(ck[1,])>=Cmax - eps unselg <-
inactive[!selg] selg <- inactive[selg]
k<-2 while ( (length(selg) < maxg) ) { actx<-NULL pjsel<-NULL for
( isel in selg) { ax2 <- as.matrix(t[,group==isel]) ax2 <-
















index <- raw.gama>0 gama[k,usel]<-min(raw.gama[index]) }
gama.min <-min(gama[k,]) new <- gama[k,]==gama.min























min.cp <-min(Cp) new.cp <- Cp<=min.cp sel.cp<-inactive[new.cp]
sel.cp
norm.beta <- beta/normx
object<-list(call = call, Pj=pj,select=selg, y=y,k=k, Cp=Cp,
Num=sel.cp,ck=ck,y.k=y.k,y.k1=y.k1,beta=norm.beta[,,(sel.cp+1)],norm.beta=norm.beta,
) class(object) <- "mglars1" object
}
"mglars2" <- function(x, y, group) { eps = .Machine$double.eps nm
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<- dim(x) n <- nm[1] m <- nm[2] q <- dim(y)[2]
one <- rep(1, n)
meanx <- drop(one%*%x)/n
x <- scale(x, meanx, FALSE)
normx <- sqrt(drop(one %*% (x^2)))
x <- scale(x, FALSE, normx)
meany <- drop(one%*%y)/n
y <- scale(y, meany, FALSE)
t<-rbind(group, x) maxg<-max(group)




beta<-array(0, c(m,q,maxg+1)) y.k<- array(0, c(n,q,maxg+1))
gama<-matrix(2,maxg,maxg) ck<-matrix(0,maxg,maxg)




Cmax<-max(abs(ck[1,])) selg <- abs(ck[1,])>=Cmax - eps unselg <-
inactive[!selg] selg <- inactive[selg]
k<-2 while ( (length(selg) < maxg) ) { actx<-NULL pjsel<-NULL for
( isel in selg) { ax2 <- as.matrix(t[,group==isel]) ax2 <-
















(raw.gama.1>=0) gama[k,usel]<- raw.gama.1 if (raw.gama.2>=0)
gama[k,usel]<- raw.gama.2 if ( raw.gama.1>=0 & raw.gama.2>=0)
gama[k,usel]<-min(raw.gama.1, raw.gama.2) }
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gama.min <-min(gama[k,]) new <- gama[k,]==gama.min




















min.cp <-min(Cp) new.cp <- Cp<=min.cp sel.cp<-inactive[new.cp]
sel.cp
norm.beta <- beta/normx
object<-list(call = call, Pj=pj,select=selg, y=y,k=k, Cp=Cp,
Num=sel.cp,ck=ck,y.k=y.k,beta=norm.beta[,,(sel.cp+1)],norm.beta=norm.beta,
) class(object) <- "mglars2" object
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}
"mglars3" <- function(x, y, group) { eps = .Machine$double.eps nm
<- dim(x) n <- nm[1] m <- nm[2] q <- dim(y)[2]
one <- rep(1, n)
meanx <- drop(one%*%x)/n
x <- scale(x, meanx, FALSE)
normx <- sqrt(drop(one %*% (x^2)))
x <- scale(x, FALSE, normx)
meany <- drop(one%*%y)/n
y <- scale(y, meany, FALSE)
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t<-rbind(group, x) maxg<-max(group)
pj<-NULL i<-1 while (i<=maxg) {j<-as.matrix(t[,group==i])
pj[i]<-dim(j)[2] i<-i+1}
tep1<-c(1:m) tep<-rbind(group,tep1)
beta<-array(0, c(m,q,maxg+1)) y.k<- array(0, c(n,q,maxg+1))
gama<-matrix(2,maxg,maxg) ck<-matrix(0,maxg,maxg)




Cmax<-max(abs(ck[1,])) selg <- abs(ck[1,])>=Cmax - eps unselg <-
inactive[!selg] selg <- inactive[selg]
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k<-2 while ( (length(selg) < maxg) ) { actx<-NULL pjsel<-NULL for
( isel in selg) { ax2 <- as.matrix(t[,group==isel]) ax2 <-

















index <- raw.gama>0 gama[k,usel]<-min(raw.gama[index])
}
gama.min <-min(gama[k,]) new <- gama[k,]==gama.min





















min.cp <-min(Cp) new.cp <- Cp<=min.cp sel.cp<-inactive[new.cp]
sel.cp
norm.beta <- beta/normx
object<-list(call = call, Pj=pj,select=selg, y=y,k=k, Cp=Cp,
Num=sel.cp,ck=ck,y.k=y.k,beta=norm.beta[,,(sel.cp+1)],norm.beta=norm.beta,
) class(object) <- "mglars3" object }
